
ON THE TRAGEDIAN CHAEREMON 

CHAEREMON is a shadowy figure in early fourth century tragedy,1 but one of considerable 
interest. I attempt here an appraisal of his work, in so far as the fragments and the ancient 
testimonia allow. 

I. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Text of the fragments: Nauck, TGF2 781-92; P. Hibeh ii 224. 
The only general assessments of Chaeremon of any extent date from the nineteenth 

century with its more expansive approach. Best is G. Bernhardy, Grundriss der griechischen 
Literatur ii 2 (Halle I8592) 6I-3, who there refers to the 'sorgfaltige Monographie' of H. 
Bartsch, De Chaeremone poeta tragico (Mainz I843) (inaccessible to me). Older literature is 
listed by A. Dieterich s.v. 'Chairemon', PW iii 2, 2025 (published 1899). 

Since Bernhardy the space accorded Chaeremon not just in general works but even in 
detailed studies of tragedy diminishes sharply. He still warrants a page or so in A. and 
M. Croiset, Histoire de la litterature grecque (Paris I9133) iii 402 f.; in Lesky he gets a brief 
mention, Geschichte2 680. He is not mentioned by name in Lesky's Tragische Dichtung, and 
only in connection withfr. 2 by Pohlenz, Griechische Tragidie (G6ttingen I9542) 407; he is 
ignored, for example, by Kitto, Greek Tragedy (London 1961). 

There is a brief discussion by K. Ziegler s.v. 'Tragoedia', PW vi A2, 1966 (published 
1937) and (mainly of two plays) by T. B. L. Webster, 'Fourth Century Tragedy and the 
Poetics', Hermes lxxxii (I954) 302 f. (partly reproduced in Art and Literature in Fourth Century 
Athens [London 1956] 66 f.) 

Separate aspects of Chaeremon's work have been studied incidentally elsewhere, and 
I note them below where appropriate. 

II. EXTENT OF THE FRAGMENTS; THEIR SOURCES AND CHARACTER 

Nauck, TGF2 lists 39 fragments of one or more verses, all quotations in ancient authors, 
which give a total of about 75 lines: all are iambic trimeters and, we may assume from their 
metrical form, from dialogue.2 In addition, Nauck records two garbled and perhaps 
erroneous quotations in very late sources: fr. 40 Georgius Pachymeres (thirteenth century) 
in Rhet. Gr. ed. Walz i (1832) 553.2I, andfr. 41 Cocondrius (date uncertain) in Rhet. Gr. ed. 
Spengel iii (I856) 236.27.3 

The Contribution of Papyrus 
Papyrus has added little to our texts. The best known fragment, no. 2, stands in a 

papyrus of the second century A.D. published by P. Collart in CRAI (1945) 249-58 (= Pack2 
no. 2656), but it is cited from Euripides' and not Chaeremon's Achilles Thersitoctonus. 

In 1955 E. G. Turner edited Part ii of the Hibeh Papyri. No. 224 (p. 148 f. = Pack2 
no. 1613), of 280-250 B.C., is a small fragment of a gnomic anthology, containing in the 
left-hand column the very ends of iambic trimeters (I6 vv.), in the right the beginnings of 
hexameters (8 vv. are identifiable). The start of the second column, before which there is 

I am grateful to Dr Shirley Barlow for reading a 2 I discuss Chaeremon's use of the trimeter below, 
draft of this paper. pp. 29-30. 

3 Earlier editors tried hard to restore these 'verses' 
(see Nauck), but without conviction, and I ignore 

Date: the only firm evidence is that of the them here. Attempts have been made to assign 
earliest quotations offr. 2, especially P1. Lg. 70gb AP vii 245 (Stadtmiiller) and Stobaeus iii 4.I6 
(c. 350 B.C. ?), D. ii 22 (349 B.C.). (Hense) to Chaeremon. 
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an empty space even in the fragmentary papyrus, refers to Chaeremon: Turner suggests 
this 'heading' introduced quotations from the Centaurus, known from Arist. Po. I447b20 to 
have contained hexameters.4 Turner can cite no other example of gnomic hexameters on 
papyrus,5 and it is therefore likely that all six of the legible beginnings belong to Chaeremon; 
they seem to have been self-contained verses, like so many of the gnomic trimeters (frs. 2, 
18-20, 22-30, 32-5, 37, 38). These further scraps can now be added to the fragments in 
Nauck, but they contribute nothing to the recoverable impression of Chaeremon as poet.6 

(Note: the 'Oeneus' papyrus. Webster suggested that an early third century B.C. papyrus 
(Hibeh i 4 = Pack2 no. I708 = Page, GLP no. 28), hesitantly attributed to Euripides' 
Oeneus on the conjectural identification of a speaker with Diomedes, is in style 'certainly not 

impossible for Chaeremon';7 he is followed by F. Stoessl.8 The fragmentary text, in which 
I o out of some 60 lines are reasonably complete, covers the end of one iambic episode and 
the start of another; in between there stands the bare indication Xopov PeAos: the ode, which 
would have been supplied at performance, was both inconsequential to the plot and inde- 
pendent of it, according to the theatrical tendency of the fourth century. The implication 
of this 7apErtntypaf47 is that the play is not Euripidean, otherwise the end of the episode would 
be followed by a 'regular' choral ode. Pack2 and Lesky9 refer the fragment simply to 'post- 
classical' tragedy: we know nothing at all of the nature of Chaeremon's lyrics, and no 
rejection may be made for him like that for Euripides. Even if this implication is ignored, 
the presumable dramatic context adds nothing to the argument for Euripides' Oeneus, of 
which our fragments (Nauck, TGF2 nos. 558-70) are meagre enough.10 Yet these few 
verses are very Euripidean in style: the number of Euripidean echoes in vocabulary and 
phrasing is so striking that if the author was not after all Euripides the attribution to 
Chaeremon is no more probable than to Sophocles.11 The main echoes are: 

P. Hibeh i 4fr. a 3 = v. 2 Page -rAo]s yap Trv E'-v Aoy6iv E'Ets: Hec. 413 r'Aos 8eX 
T . . Ev lcv 7rpooaqOEyaTdrcov. 

Fr. a 4 = 3 Page cE+' 7v .. . ] .. Tppaitv oparco 7Tro8:Jr. 910.4 etS aSLKovS Trpacets 6pjk)v; 

IT 1407 tbpfi Gq 7-Trootv; cf. Or. 1289. 
Fr. a 5-6 - 

4-5 Page 8aoprpc1ara/7rwcs yevrrTat KaoTrXrTApw06j rachos-: Or. I 22 a ' Els ad8EAiJv 
KatlpO sEK7TOV?EtV Epf)V,/aTV VTrtXXVOV VEpTEpOV SWpaCtzL. 

Fr. a 7 = 6 Page ayvcov rTv KEKaAtlCTEV/EVwv: for the rare Middle cf. Med. 947 ?Op' 
a KaAAtrTEV'ETat. 

Fr. a 8 = 7 Page rvpavvotS dvSpacmv: Med. 308, 700; Supp. I66. 
Fr. a IO Tl rroTr'apa: cf. Ba. 639, Ion 324; Ba. 894, Rhes. 135. 
Fr. b I7 dOcoso: vox Euripidea (Med. I300, Ba. 672,fr. 675). 
Fr. g 57 cdr] Ek7roAct7v: vox Euripidea (five times). 
Fr. g 58 7rpo's aU 8etadS XEpos: IT 608, IA 909; cf. Hipp. 605. 

So many reminiscences in so few verses disprove entirely attribution to Chaeremon. 
Inevitably there are echoes in him from earlier tragedy, but he is never the simple heir to 
another's style, much less a plagiarist. The two longer fragments, nos. i and I4, show him 
writing in an unmistakably individual way. My conviction that P. Hibeh i 4 is not by 

4 See p. 25. 9 Geschichte2 680. 
5 Pack2 only rarely gives the metre of verse antholo- 10 A brief discussion in Page, GLP; on the single 

gies: see, for example, nos. i876-87. fragment from Chaeremon's Oeneus, TGF2 no. I4, see 
6 The verses begin ypjn tjudv 0[eov?; dpZ) yap below pp. 32-34. 

Ov[/,oT0; lttepov ndarl[g dpeTJqi; p15oSyv rtpMruev; 0og 11 So 0. Rossbach, from the Chryses: rejected by 
Xetv 6'rtov j[A1ov; Ut) rtdv KEpo; o6pa; supplements by A. C. Pearson, Fragments of Sophocles (Cambridge 

Turner. 1917) ii 328. After writing these lines I saw that 
7 Hermes lxxxii (I954) 302. W. Barrett, Hippolytus (Oxford I964) 438 n. 2 thinks 
8 S.v. 'Chairemon', Der Kleine Pauly i (Stuttgart that 'zopov A).o; is no longer a reason for supposing 

I964) I I21. the tragedy of P. Hib. 4 to be post-classical'. 
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Chaeremon is not weakened by the absence from his remains of any strictly comparable 
iambic dialogue; even the gnomic fragments are recognisably not Euripidean in manner; in 
the tonal imagery of their descriptions the two poets display fundamentally differing artistic 

sensibilities.) 

Sources and Character of the Fragments 
The fragments in content and character very largely reflect the particular nature of the 

two almost exclusive sources, Stobaeus and Athenaeus. The 22 fragments in Stobaeus 

(16 unique to him) are without exception gnomic, but 12 of Athenaeus' 14 (13 unique) 
illustrate technical or stylistic points; two only are quoted for their matter. The few in 
other sources are quite typical of ancient quotations in their variety. 

This narrowly-based selection shows the hazards of fragmentary preservation. Chaere- 
mon's plays were primarily a stylistic quarry for the interests of Athenaeus and his pre- 
decessors, but no less important and rewarding for the anthologist ofsententiae (our impression 
from Stobaeus is confirmed by P. Hibeh ii 224). Probably the fragments illustrate simply 
extreme poles of the poet's work. The 'middle'-that is, the dramatic matter and the 
manner of its presentation in episode, rhesis, dialogue and possibly ode-is by some chance 
almost wholly unrepresented. The polarity found in Stobaeus and Athenaeus cannot, 
surely, be the whole Chaeremon. The excerpts of Euripides in Stobaeus would be no less 
difficult to reconcile just with a fragmentary selection from his richly imagined messenger- 
speeches; his aphorisms look equally stark out of context. Nevertheless, it is odd that the 
selection of quotations from Chaeremon is so unbalanced in comparison with that from 
other tragedians. 

III. TESTIMONIA: ARISTOTLE ON CHAEREMON 

There are two descriptive judgments surviving from antiquity of real consequence to an 
appraisal of Chaeremon; both are from Aristotle. P. Leveque12 tried to prove Aristotle's 
high regard for Agathon from the comparative number of times the tragedians are mentioned 
in the Poetics: Euripides I3, Sophocles I, Agathon 5, Aeschylus 3, Chaeremon 2; he noted 
that Ion and Achaeus, the only two other poets whose fragments are at all numerous, are 
not named at all. Aristotle cites Chaeremon in both cases for unusual features of his work, 
but it is important for us to have these comments from so near a contemporary; I would 
prefer not to follow Leveque in drawing any sort of conclusion from the number of citations, 
and Aristotle both disapproves of Chaeremon (Po. I46oa2) and approves (arguably: 
Rh. I4I3bi2). 

The other ancient testimonia are of much less importance. Athenaeus' brief stylistic 
evaluation (6o8d), as also the one piece of epigraphic evidence (IG2 v 2, I I8), are more 
usefully discussed in other contexts than separately here.13 The brief article in the Souda 
(X I70 Adler) wrongly describes the poet as KW1LKKo&, but gives the titles, not all correctly, 
of eight plays.14 

Aristotle, Rh. 1413b I 2: Chaeremon avayvcocwrKos 
Aristotle illustrates the employment by the avayvWarfKoL of the graphic style, which in 

clarity of expression contrasts with the agonistic style's greater suitability for declamation or 
acting,15 by naming Chaeremon and the even more shadowy dithyrambic Licymnius.16 

12 Agathon (Paris I955) 14. 15 1413b8-9 ,Ast ypafptK? j,Ev 4t aKptfleaTdrT, 
13 IG2 in the following paragraph, Athenaeus on day'VottKi) 6e 1 

VtoKpLtKC0Todr1. 
p. 28. 16 Fragments, testimonia in Page, PMG nos. 758-63; 

14 The Souda acknowledges Athenaeus as source a rhetorical theorist (Rh. 1414bI7) and teacher of 
for one title, but probably took them all from Polus (P1. Phdr. 267c), as well as poet; cf. E. Norden, 
him. Die antike Kunstprosa (Leipzig 19092) i 73. 
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The term avayvwauTKos implies no more than a stylistic judgment, that Chaeremon's 

plays were in Aristotle's opinion particularly suitable for reading, but not written solely or 

primarily for it: this was shown by 0. Crusius.17 The remark accords with one of Aristotle's 
reasons for preferring tragedy to epic, that tragedy loses very little of its effect in reading 
rather than live performance.18 Crusius' argument was supported by an inscription from 
Tegea recording the victory there in the second half of the third century of an athlete actor 
with a number of plays, including Chaeremon's Achilles Thersitoctonus.19 

As much in point as Aristotle's alignment of Chaeremon with the acvayvwcr-rKoL is his 
supplementary comment, which follows from the description of the AtLs- ypaqwK', that he 
was aKpLft7s cO(c7Trep Aoyoypdaos, 141I3bI3. This remark in turn fits a previous assertion that 

speeches for a mass audience must resort more to the visual to be effective and less to 
rigorous clarity of verbal expression: that quality shows best in forensic speaking particularly 
before a single judge-where, equally, histrionics are disadvantageous; the whole section 
I414a8-I6 concludes dAA' 'rrov AhtUara vrroKpLatS, Evrav0a 7'KLaTa aKpLeta evL. Chaeremon's 

aKptfELa is essentially that of a Aoyoypa'os- who writes with precision for the close reasoning 
of the law-court judge.20 

We would expect to find in the surviving fragments something at least of the attention to 
detail and order hinted in Aristotle's remark. Although onlyfrr. i and 14 afford material 

enough to make the test, fr. I4 reveals just this quality in description: girls dancing are 
severally pictured, with careful, almost over-careful, detail of the parts of their bodies 
uncovered by their movements (vv. i-i i); the flowers in the meadow where they collapse 
in sleep are chosen for the opportunity of emphasising the quality of their colours (vv. I 2-5). 

Aristotle, Po. I447b2o-2, I459b32-I460a2: Chaeremon's Centaurus 
G. F. Else has recently examined in detail21 the probable nature of the Centaurus, whose 

title is in an obvious way appropriate to Aristotle's statement that in it Chaeremon used 
arravra ra e'rTpa (47b22; cf. 6oa2).22 Else's conclusion is that the Centaurus was a satyric 
drama of unconventional form: it had no room for choral odes, but in some sense Chaeremon 
compensated for 'this loss of visual and musical variety by extreme rTOKLALca in his verses.23 
Else shows from the associated passage 5gb32-6oa2 that a7ravTa ra pe-rpa in 47b22 denotes no 
more than dactylic hexameters, iambic trimeters and trochaic tetrameters. Although 
Aristotle thought the mixture aTOTorcrTEpov (6oai), he seems to have chosen this strange 
poetical product as a specially good illustration of one of his main themes, that the pre- 
eminence of tragic /ul/,alts could be unaffected by the loss of visual or musical effects. 

Particularly in the Centaurus, then, our scrappy fragments can only frustrate our curiosity: 
from this Spdaea rroAv'tETrpov we have only five iambic trimeters (frr. I , ) and the beginnings 
of a few hexametric sententiae (P. Hibeh ii 224). 

17 'Die Anagnostikoi', Festschrift Th. Gomperz 
(Wien I902) 382 ff.; echoes still persist of the view 
discredited by Crusius that these plays were neither 
performed nor meant for performance: see the com- 
ments of R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship 
(Oxford I968) 29. I cannot document here a 
problem long resolved. 

18 Po. I462aI2-I8, I45obI8-I9; see E. Szanto, 
also in Festschrift Gomperz, 275 ff., who includes a 
discussion of the passage from Rh. 

19 IG2 v 2, 18 =Sylloge ii 700; cf. R. Herzog, 
Philologus lx (I901) 440 ff. The strong-man chose 
plots which made plausible a display of his muscles 
(the modern film affords similar opportunities to 

exceptional physiques). 

20 Pace Webster, Hermes lxxxii (I954) 302, who 
thinks the context makes it clear Aristotle is think- 

ing rather of panegyric than forensic composi- 
tion. 

21 Aristotle's Poetics (Harvard I963) 54-60. 
22 enotirae Kgevavpov [!tKTjIV papo6iav,] E dnadcvrwv 

TCOv juerpcov is Else's text: he argues convincingly 
(58 f.) for deletion of a phrase which implies the 
nature of recited epic for a work quite certainly of 
dramatic character: Athenaeus 6o8e calls it 6pd/ua 
zo^V,/1epoV. 

23 Else p. 58; on p. 59 n. 236 he cites in support 
the similar view of V. Steffen, Satyrographorum Grae- 
corum Reliquiae (Posnan I935) I95-6 (=idem, S. G. 
Fragmenta [Poznan 1952] 248-9). 
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IV. THE SUBJECTS OF THE PLAYS 

The suggestion that the metrically heterogeneous Centaurus was satyric is clearly right, 
and the title alone may confirm it. We have from Athenaeus the names of nine plays, but 
opinions vary whether most or few of them were satyric.24 

Alphesiboea (fr. i): tragic, dealing with the revenge on Alcmaeon by his deserted wife 
Alphesiboea; see below, p. 30f. 

Achilles Thersitoctonus (frr. 2, 3). Thersites poked out the eyes of the dead Penthesilea 
and taunted Achilles with his love for her, who then slew Thersites; Diomedes tried to 
avenge his grandfather, but a fatal conflict with Achilles was prevented by the Atreidae:25 
probably this was the plot of Chaeremon's play, and satyric form is unlikely.26 The 
episodes are depicted on an Apulian vase of c. 330.27 Fr. 2 may have been spoken by 
Achilles defending his impulsive killing of Thersites, and fr. 3 is possibly from the same 
dramatic context.28 

Dionysus (frr. 4-7 Nauck I-4 Steffen; also, perhaps, frr. 15, 16 Nauck =9, IO 
Steffen). Assumed by Nauck to have had the same plot as Euripides' Bacchae, sincefr. 4 
indicates that Pentheus' avzL4opa was dramatised; but Steffen thinks of a satyr-play. 
Aeschylus' Pentheus (frr. 363-5 Mette2) covered the same ground; the episode may have 
been mentioned in his Xantriae (frr. 366-72 Mette2): neither seems to have been satyric.29 
Frr. 5, 6, 7-and 15 and i6, both evoking the power of wine (see Nauck)-all have an 
obvious Dionysiac reference. 

Thyestes (fr. 8). The Thyestes-Atreus myth was among the most frequently dramatised :30 
we may assume of Chaeremon's play perhaps only that it was not satyric, and cannot know 
whether he chose the gruesome banquet or Thyestes' violation in ignorance of his daughter 
at Sicyon. 

Io (fr. 9 Nauck = 5 Steffen). The mention of flowers in the single fragment suggests 
that some part of the work played in the vale of Argos where Io was born to the river-god 
Inachus,31 and where, presumably, Hera's vengeful transformation occurred: this was the 
substance of Sophocles' plot in his Inachus, a satyr-play32-but it does not follow that 
Chaeremon's play must also have been satyric. 

24 Steffen in I935 thought all but two satyric (cf. 
Else 59), but in I952 only Dionysus, lo and Centaurus; 
even more cautious opinion excludes Dionysus and Io: 
see the separate entries. The Souda's erroneous 
description of Chaeremon as a comedian should not 
affect this question. 

25 C. Robert, Die griechische Heldensage (Berlin 
I9204) 279 ff., approved by L. Sechan, Etudes sur la 
tragedie grecque (Paris 1926) 528 if., who gives full 
details of the myth and ancient literary reflections; 
cf. Roscher v 668. 

26 Nauck thought of a satyr-play, perhaps in view 
of Thersites' physical ugliness (II. ii 216-i9) and 
scurrilous behaviour. The play is entitled Thersites 
in the Souda's quotation of fr. 3; it is not known 
whether Thersites figured in any other drama, but he 
must have appeared in this one. 

27 Boston 03.804, discussed most fully byJ. Paton, 
AJA xii (I908) 404 ff, with Plate; cf. Webster, 
Hermes lxxxii (1954) 302 for other references, and 
Sechan. F. Brommer, Vasenlisten der griechischen 
Heldensage (Marburg i9602) 263 gives only this one 
vase for the story. 

28 J. D. Beazley, The Development of Attic Black- 

Figure (Berkeley I9642) 8I n. 31 shrewdly notes that 
Achilles would normally have been the aggressor in 
any quarrel. 

29 Cf. H. J. Mette, Der Verlorene Aischylos (Berlin 
I963) 145 if. An essentially similar plot in Pacuvius' 
Pentheus (Servius on Aen. iv 469): Mette, 'Die 
Romische Tragodie und die Neufunde zur griech- 
ischen Tragodie, I945-64', Lustrum ix (1964) 94, who 
lists other treatments. See also on Minyades. 

30 See Pearson's introduction to Sophocles' Atreus 
(frr. I40-1) and Thyestes in Sicyon (frr. 247-69); 
Mette, Lustrum ix (1964) 64 f. and I 4. 

31 A. Supp. 538 MuaTpd6 dvOovdo6ov ernoonra;, AetuiCova 
fovJxLtov, gvOev 'I . . . ev'yet-on this point, see 
Pearson, Sophocles i I99. 

32 Pearson frr. 270-95, P. Oxy. 2369, ? P. Tebt. 
692. Satyric: R. Pfeiffer, 'Ein neues Inachos- 
Fragment des Sophokles', SB Miinchen 1958, vi 3-6 
(cf. SB I938, ii 23 ff.); W. M. Calder's arguments 
for satyric nature, in GRBS i (1958) 137 if., have 
found no acceptance. Accius also wrote an lo 
(386-8 Ribbeck: Mette, Lustrum ix [1964] 149)- 
but there is no other Greek play of this title 
known. 
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Centaurus (frr. o1, II Nauck = 6-8 Steffen): satyric (see above, p. 25). The singular 
of the title suggests the play related an episode involving an individual Centaur, such as 
Pholus: Hercules' insistence on his opening the wine-jar which was Dionysus' special gift to 
all the Centaurs would be appropriate to a satyr-play, for example.33 The fragments give 
no indication of content. 

Minyades (fr. I2). In Athenaeus 608 f. and the Souda (X 170 Adler) entitled Minyae, 
but this must be wrong if the plot concerned the rejection of Dionysus by Alcithoe and the 
other daughters of Minyas: this was the theme of Aeschylus' Xantriae (frr. 366-72 Mette2).34 
Unlikely to be satyric; the fragment again allows no conclusions for its content. 

Odysseus (fr. I3). A tragedy with probably the same plot as Sophocles' Odysseus 
Acanthoplex or JViptra35 (frr. 453-61 Pearson): Odysseus is slain in ignorance by his son 
Telegonus. The story was familiar throughout literature after the sixth century Epic 
Telegonia. 

Oeneus (fr. I4) :36 tragic, and treating probably the dispossession of Oeneus of his kingdom 
by his brother Agrius and restoration by his grandson Diomedes. See below, p. 32f. 

To summarise: of the nine known titles, only Centaurus may safely be thought satyric; 
four plays, Alphesiboea, Thyestes, Odysseus and Oeneus, were almost certainly tragic, and it is 
fairly safe to presume the same of Achilles, Dionysus and Minyades; the Io's nature remains 
unknown. There is evidence for earlier treatment of almost all the plots: perhaps only in 
Achilles and Centaurus did Chaeremon break wholly new ground. 

Most of Chaeremon's plays contain lively and exciting incidents, which would have lent 
themselves to forceful dramatic and theatrical effects and vivid description in both rhesis 
and messenger-speech: the revenge of Alphesiboea on Alcmaeon, the quarrel of Achilles 
and Thersites and the thwarted revenge of Diomedes, Telegonus' tragic killing of his father 
Odysseus, the strange misfortunes of Io or the ghastly ones of Thyestes. The poet clearly 
shared with the other early fourth century dramatists the strong influence of Euripidean 
theatre, and also the contemporary attempt to outdo Euripides' colours and effects.37 In 
Aristotle's eyes he seems to have had some success: though Aristotle does not mention in the 
Poetics the quality of Chaeremon's otKovoFida and disapproves of the metrical experimentation 
of the Centaurus, his plays were not yet such a surrender to the demands of actors for ever 
more striking opportunities for display (Po. I46ib27 if., Rh. I403b33) that their dramatic 
composition was inferior: Aristotle chooses rather Carcinus to illustrate the danger of a poet 
not 'seeing' his plays as he writes (Po. I455a22 ff.). Moreover, Chaeremon is the dramatist 
Aristotle selects, and by implication approves, to exemplify a very special quality of tragedy 
as a poetic form: even when it is removed from its proper theatrical setting and read rather 
than performed, its effectiveness is maintained. 

Since Aristotle's attachment of the label avayvwcrtKoS was a stylistic judgment, we must 
look now at the quality of the style which provoked it. 

V. STYLE; FIGURES, IMAGERY AND DICTION; DERIVED AND ORIGINAL ELEMENTS 

For an assessment we must rely on the 'poetic' rather than the 'gnomic' fragments.38 
33 Much less probably, Chiron's offer, when Athenaeus 562f severe dislocation has resulted in the 

wounded by an arrow of Hercules, to die for Prome- apparent ascription to Chaeremon of a TpavtarTtaq 
theus (mentioned in Aeschylus' Prometheus Lyomenus? (the quotation, clearly comic in style, is from Alexis: 
-Mette, Der Verlorene Aischylos 24). vid. 562d)-but the Souda dutifully included the 

34 Juv. vii 12 mentions an Alcithoe by Paccius. title in the list of Chaeremon's plays. 
35 Which gave Pacuvius his title (Cic. Tusc. ii 36 P. Hibeh i 4 is not from Chaeremon's Oeneus: 

21.49); on the relationship with Sophocles see also above, p. 23f. 
Mette, Lustrum ix (I964) 87. Arist. Po. I453b33 37 See especially Webster, Hermes lxxxii (I954) 297 
refers to 'TpavitaT'la; '06vaaev': can there have been and 306. 
a third title current for the one play of Sophocles? At 38 For the polarity, see above, p. 24. Usually, I 
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Metaphor is the most common figure, in conformity with the rhetorical tendencies of both 
poetic and prose styles of Chaeremon's day.39 In our few fragments human relationships 
especially are applied to natural objects or plants. Flowers are often associated with spring 
in poetry from Homer onwards (II. ii 89, h.Hom. xix 17, A.Pr. 455), and Chaeremon makes 
them its children, fr. 9 cdvOrpov -'K/va/eapos; infr. 13 roses are the 'offspring of the seasons'40 
and 'nurslings of the spring';41 infr. 10 they are the 'children of the meadows'42 and the 
association again has precedents (II. ii 467, A.fr. 727 Mette2, E. IA I454). Ivy, wreathed 
on the thyrsus, is 'lover of the dance',43 but also 'child of the year', in fr. 5. The child- 
metaphor is not new, only most of Chaeremon's variations.44 

uri-avoL are adyyeAovs eqirtLas- infr. 6 and E V77r]taSlKr/ pvKas' infr. I--but metaphorical 
a'yyEAos starts in Theogn. 549 ayyEAos aq?Ooyyos (a beacon). Flowers form a 'boundless army 
without spears', fr. I0.I-2-but again parts of the whole metaphor can be traced in earlier 
writers: a'rTpwv Sopv'TVpov arnparov Page, PMG no. 962 (dithyr.) ;45 EpISpoLov veeXAaS a-rparos- 
aELAtLXoS (sc. okL3posc) Pind. Pyth. vi 2; for rcElpov cf. II. xxiv 776 Sjkos-, Hes. Sc. 472, 

A.fr. 343.32 Mette2; Chaeremon's 4AoyXos, however, is a literary hapax.46 
The use of auo6La infr. I7.2 iv'8wp TroraLov aorwka goes beyond the familiar periphrasis47 

because both terms of the comparison are stated in order to make intelligible an otherwise 
striking enigma (frotratovo acoa).48 

The expression owrcopa Kvrrptsos infr. 12. I to indicate the acme of sexual potency (here in 
young men)49 echoes Pind. Isthm. ii 5 'A0poslras ... &. .larav 0orropav (also of a youth); of 

girls, A. Supp. 998, I 1I5 repeWt' o7Trpa.50 
Infr. I4. I the metaphor pcpas- yeAcoa- appears new; other metaphors at I4.5 and Io. 
Simile: one only, fr. I.5-6, from sculpture, partly original. 
Imagery in general: Chaeremon has a marked interest in colour, and shading: fr. 1.4 

contrast of blush and white complexion, fr. 8 red and white flowers, fr. 14.5-6, I4-I5 light 
and shade. I suggest below51 that his imagination was prompted by contemporary 
developments in painting, and he seems to have been in general responsive to art (sculpture 

fr. I.5-6, paintingfr. I4.5) and nature, particularly flowers (as Athenaeus 6o8d noted); he 

clearly delighted in physical beauty, and observed it closely, fr. I, I4. I-II. 

leavefrr. I and 14 for fuller discussion below, p. 30 if. 
-and both of these longer pieces were quoted by 
Athenaeus for their general character rather than 
particular points or figures. 

39 Arist. Rh. iii 2. In Agathon, too, metaphor is 
most common: Leveque, Agathon 127 if. 

40 OpeJi,uar' for awLuaZ' Nauck, rightly, Tragicae 
Dictionis Index (St Petersburg 1892) xxvi; cf. Od. 
ix 5I- 

41 TtOijvrua here and (literal) E. Hyps. fr. 6o.i. o 

only. 
42 With fr. 10.3 QrYpofuevat . .. . letLiDvwv IeKva 

compare E. fr. 754.3 dypevI' dvOEcv. 
43 New: epdv and derivatives elsewhere commonly 

describe human passions for inanimates or abstracts, 
e.g. E. Heracl. 377 no,eLtUwv epaaldta, not of one inani- 
mate for another. 

44 Noted already by Eustathius i658.56. Flowers 
are 'earth's children' A. Pers. 618; cf. fish the sea's 
children Pers. 678, birds the heaven's E. El. 879, wine 
the vine's child Pind. Vem. ix 52, gold Zeus' Pind. 

fr. 222, (inanimates) day the sun's Pind. 01. ii 35, 
Echo the mountain rocks' E. Hec. 11 I0, death Oath's 
Hdt. vi 86.y2 (oracle), justice Time's E.fr. 222, lot 
Chance's E.fr. 989. 

45 A. Ag. 4 darpwt.v . 6U. yvptv. 
46 S. OT 191 XI aaKog darti'ov; daevxrg E. And. I 19, 

adtTo;q Lycophron, avaaztl Nonnus (all literal). 
47 Simple in e.g. A. Th. 947 vnz/acJuaxa yd;, S. OC 

1568, E. Ph. 508, P1. Tim. 3 b; complex, Emped. 
B Ioo. 1 i Satro . . . tpev e,uas dpyvcpeoto, S.fr. 255.4 
Pearson. Cf. also 6easg in LSJ s.v. 1.2. 

48 See Nauck on Choer.fr. 2 (p. 7I9). 49 The correct text offr. I2 is zno2rv ozwpav 
KvnpLt6os elaopdv napiav/dKpatail tepKacovaav olvdvOatq 
yevvv, 'Cypris' high season could be seen in his chin's 
darkening bloom'. The ungrammatical Xpovov, 
replaced with yevvv by Kaibel on Athenaeus 6o8f, 
cannot be defended from Pind. Jem. v 6 Tepeivav 
tuarp' olvdvOa; odzcpav, where both oivdvOq and z'npa 
are literal in sense. The presence of Kvtnpt; confirms 
a context of sexual ripeness, as in Pind. Isthm. ii 5, 
but Chaeremon's comparison of the darkening beard 
to the colour of the grape is again second-hand: 
E. Cret. I5 (cf Call. hymn. v 75); ovo0ro;o yvv' E. Ba. 
438 (ornans Ph. 60o). 

5 Cf. P1. Lg. 837c 6 .. epwv ... T r (r 6paa KaOd'ep 
onwpa nretvwCv, adesp. trag. 403 y).VKEl' dZopa qvLaKo; 

51 P. 32f. 
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ON THE TRAGEDIAN CHAEREMON 

Diction: other echoes: fr. 7 KtaUCJU TE vapKlaUU TE TrptEAtKas tKVKA/l(rTEaPaVWV EeAtKTrVv has a 

partial precedent in E. Ph. 652 KLacos... E. . TreptEare^qS eAKTO (cf. S. OC 683-5); another 

pairing of obviously associated flowers infr. 8 po'ov and Kplvov (Hdt. i I95.2; cf. AP ix 

384.1 I), but for ov's of colourfr. 8 pdo'' odvq!Eyy7 cf. Ar. Pax 173 (a brilliant purple garment).52 
Lexical peculiarities: hapax legomena: Iaoyxosfr. 10.2, ertourpapy5c 14. I0, KAAIXELP I 4. 7, 

Kripo(Xpws 1.5, /JEAavdvAAos53 14.13, of EyyijS 8, pCo0T0rv0os 39.2, EAX7)vo6%S 14.I1 TpLEA L 7.I; 

nine instances in 75 iambic trimeters are surprisingly many; unique or earliest uses: qAtwc8rls 
I4.14 (next in Philostr. Imag. i 6), 0eata I4.4 in active sense, 'gaze' (omitted by LSJ and 

Supplement 1968), TrrTEpv I4.13 'petal' ('branch', S.fr. 23.3 Pearson). It is striking that 
most of these rare locutions occur in the only extensive fragments: may we assume that 
Chaeremon's descriptive style was always and evenly so coloured ? 

Other Stylistic Features 
Assonance: fr. 7 KLov) TE VvapKLcYa ) Et 1fr. 1 2. IT oAXr)v orrdpav KrTpLos Elaopiv 7rapijv; with 

antithesis fr. 15 oq0tav, aa, Eatav , v 5 Tplv yap fpovet ev Kara)poveLv Ec'ratat. 

Rhyme: fr. 14.5 t'/aoawv, 6 OedatLaav. 

Repetition: fr. 1.2 tXpa1rta, 4 XP6ta-rt, 5 KrlPoXPwrToS. 
'Staccato' asyndeton (with antithesis): f. 15 yeAc-ra, rotav av, ectOLav, Ev3ovAt'av. 

Paronomasia: fr. 4 IevBevs earotevSr arVbuopas er7TovvtLos. 

General Comment on 'Style' 
Our fragmentary selection from Chaeremon's work depends on deliberate quotations in 

ancient authors and is quite dissimilar to that of an author whose work we know almost 

entirely through the very different fortunes of survival in papyrus. The selection is there- 
fore inevitably uneven stylistically and may well be more unrepresentative than we would 
like to believe; we have already noted the consequences to any attempt at a general appraisal 
of our almost total dependence on Stobaeus and Athenaeus and their very different aims in 

choosing illustrative quotations. Nevertheless, it seems safe to think of Chaeremon as a 

conscious, perhaps self-conscious stylist, intent on colourful and evocative description. He 
seems to have sought deliberately rarer locutions and introduced very many of his own 
invention. He is not shy of contemporary rhetorical fashion in the frequent employment of 

figures, to a degree we find exaggerated. The 'gnomic' fragments, many of them pithy and 

compressed, show an easy command of aphorism; it may be permissible to imagine that his 

dialogue was constantly enlivened by them, holding the audience's interest and offering the 
actors no less a chance for their skill and display than the longer speeches: and both served 

exciting plots full of incident and theatrical opportunity. 

VI. THE IAMBIC TRIMETER IN CHAEREMON 

Prosody: there are no irregular quantities, and only one example of synizesis, in the 
first longum of 10.2 (avOecov). 

et0So ZoboKAe1ov: 21.1 has ort at the end of the line.54 
Caesura: there are 74 lines where the place may be established: 52 have caesura after 

second anceps (only one over elision),55 22 after second breve. 

52 Also of colour, Nicand.fr. 74.64; 8$54 'bright', 54 Accented conjunctions are not uncommon here 
of natural light or whiteness, II. xiv 345, xvii 352 (cf. in Sophocles, very rare otherwise; in the minores cf. 
Pind. 01. vii 70), Pind. Pyth. i 20. e.g. Dionys. fr. 7.1; in general, see J. Descroix, Le 

W53 jnuuvAALo; S. OC 48 I, lyric; also in P. Hibeh Trimetre Iambique (Macon 1 931) 288-95. 
ii 572 col. I.2 (from ?Philitas' "Aracrot y)Acaaat, 55 I include fr. 24 ol Tt//a avvtvre; aoOp6v. 
R. Pfeiffer, History of Classical Scholarship [Oxford 
I968] 79 n. 6). 
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Porson's Law is observed; the rhythm ( x )(u -) at verse-end occurs only in 30, 35; 
(u) (- u-) occurs only in 14.8. 

Resolutions (total, 30): 5 'first foot' anapaests, all 'within' polysyllables, no proper 
names; 7 'second foot' tribrachs; I12 'third foot' dactyls, in i o cases across caesura; 6 'fourth 
foot' tribrachs .56 Five verses have two resolutions, though never with an anapaest.57 
There is never resolution across word-end. The frequency of resolution, of about 40 
instances in every ioo verses (30 in the surviving 75), is a little higher than that of late 
Euripides, 35-8, 58 and would seem to confirm the opinion of MtUller 59 that the poetae minores 
of the late Peloponnesian War and after maintained and perhaps increased slightly this 
freedom. 

In all respects, Chaeremon's trimeter conforms to the regular practice of Attic Tragedy. 

VII. THE Two LONGER FRAGMENTS,' I AND 1 4 

Athenaeus at 6o8a introduces a new topic of conversation for his dinner-sophists, female 
beauty, and illustrates it at once with Chaeremon's sensuous description of maidens dancing 
-by moonlight and then collapsing in sleep in a flowery meadow (ft. I 4). In the MS. 
tradition this quotation is followed at 6o8d with the words EMKara'rJopog SE C'O O'7ot-qrn)s ov'ros. 

E7d r4 a vO'q 'v 'AA0EoULfloL't -qodv as the lemma to seven verses from Chaeremon's play 
(ft. i)-but the lines contain no mention of flowers, only a second description of a beautiful 
woman; the poet's fondness for flowers is fully illustrated only in the subsequent quotations 
in 6o8d-f (frr. 9, I0, 5, 13, 8, 1 2). The theme Of Ka'AAoSI is resumed at 6o8fg with a fresh 
headline E'IT~ KaLAAEL &'. 

There is, I think, a quite simple explanation of the discrepancy between the lemma and 
the content of fr. i. Since it concerns beauty and not flowers, it must originally have 
followed at once on fr. I 4, the headline illustration to the new topic Of Ka'AAOS-. It would 
have been introduced by the regular formula in Athenaeus' successive quotations from the 
same author, E'v SE 'AAq0Eutflo'a frcOv6 hewrd rKc'cLOO a CO c0 7rOuvpr oS-i 
EIrcTa a~L iv61 are the displaced introduction to a short digression of the kind Athenaeus can 
never resist in order to air his curious learning, and we may assume that after E'7rt ra' av%- he 
went on e'EV T-- U 'IZELo TIvc Iipujo~~ It is easy to find comparable displacements: of 
quotations, e.g. 66oa, 676b; of lemmata, e.g. 645e, 65oe-65 ia, 663a (referring to 662f), 
666e.61 

Text and Commentarg 
Fragment I (Athenaeus 6o8d), from Alphesiboea: 

UwpJaTos (LV oEtS KaLTELPYaETO t 

u-A ./OVTra AEVKJI txpw,otaTt 8taL7rpE7Tit' 

atCdS' 0 ETrEppvOp4EV 1q7)TTLWTTaTOV 

cpiiOrj/ta Aapk7rpCi ITpOUrTtOELcT XcL _zTt 

56 The corrupt text of fr. i.2 has a 'fifth foot' pare the lemmata to the six quotations from Chaere- 
tribrach: cf. below, P. 31i n. 66. mon which follow. On Athenaeus' 'formulae' see 

57 I1.7, I15, 17.2, 33 (2o is corrupt). Cf. C. F. Muiller, K. Zepernick, Pluilologus lxxvii (I 92) 31 IIff., and on 
De pedibus solutis in tragicorum minorum trimetris iambicis the accuracy of his tragic quotations, my article in 
(Berlin i879), whose figures are based on' Nauck, RFIC xcvii (i1969). 
TGF1. 61 Kaibel altered the lemma of fr. i to read 

58 T. Zielinski, Tragodumenon (Cracow 1925) 141. e7tKa-rq9p ..f'vO Ka' e' 'AAxpecatflot'a Th,a', main- 
'1 De pedibus, etc. 34; a slightly different view in tamning the continuity offr. iwith fr. I4 as illustra- 

Descroix, 125. tions Of Ka2)Ro,, but also the displacement of the 
60 Which is often slightly varied, of course: com- introduction to the flower-quotations. 
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5 koat SIE, KflOXPCOTOS' WS9 JJaTuro 
acT3-roZc Poc0r-piJxotcn E'K7TE7TAaU/j1EVOV, 

eovGoortv a'VE/kOtSr E,VETpV9%)1J O0p0Vp~Evat. 

Attempts to heal vv. i and 2 are recorded in TGF 2. 5 Wilamowitz (and Kaibel): KC'?POXPWITES- 

Ath. 6 Meineke: E'K -rrEirAacpLE'Vot Ath. 7 Hermann: qopov'LEvot Ath. 
Most probably the theme of the play was the revenge on her husband Alcmaeon by the 

deserted Alphesiboea, a version of a myth which in the form adopted by Sophocles and 
Euripides told of punishment by the second wife Callirhoe. The first wife is sometimes 
named Arsinoe,62 but plays entitled Alphesiboea are known by Timotheus, Achaeus (fr.i16 
Nauck) and Accius (71-82 Ribbeck) .6 It seems probable, therefore, that Chaeremon' s 
play was tragic and not satyric. Our fragment describes a 'blushing beauty' in the open 
air ;64 possibly this was (in a messenger-speech?) Callirhoe, daughter of the river-god 
Achelous, who displaced Alphesiboea.i 

1-2: irremediably corrupt, but apparently describing the luminous quality of the whole 
body's appearance, while 3-4 particularise facial colour and 5-7 the hair. Perhaps a whole 
verse has dropped out which once contained a noun for ui-l'A/ov-ra, though both this and 
8LarrpE7ri66 are easy to emend, e.g. to ou'riAflovora and SairpeV 4S', and 6bLS9 is tempting: Thuc. 
vii 44.2 'r7q7v OZ1bLv T 'roil u&a-ros- (in moonlight: cf. fr. 14 below). The clear whiteness of a 
woman'5s skin is a frequent motif from Epic (e.g. 11. xi 73) on, but UrTLA/3w is usually applied 
to the sheen of an athlete's oiled body (Od. Vi 237, Achaeusft. 4.3). 

3-4: Err OpvOtuEv: the compound also P1. Lg. 802b, variant in Luc. Pisc. I 2; Av6pd~W 
metaph. A. Pr. 243, S. Ant. 3i8, E. Hec. 924. E'pv&0qpa has medical associations: 'healthy 
flush' Hp. Aer. 24, 'fevered flush' Aph. vii 49, Thuc. ii 49-as also -q'7rnos of a mild fever, 
Hp. Epid. vii I, v 73. AaqtrrpcZ5: not a loose synonym for AEVKW3, and implying rather more than 
in our 'clear complexion': so, e.g. Thuc. vi 54.2 'Ap,tko&iov copa -9ALKIctag AaLwrfpoi3. 

5-7 : K?7P0XPCUTOg (hapax) : Wilamowitz' correction is confirmed by e.g. P1. Tht. I 97d K-q'PV0V 

.7rAutka, Ti.7aiq o~'Jrrvs.. Euripides was Chaeremon's model for the simile from 
sculpture, Hec. 56o vkaourov5g T' o. r4Epva. O's, dya'Auaros,, fr. 12 5.2-47racpOE'Vov -r' EIKW0 rtLvaLE' 

crtihopJpcv tcVWV -TVKtlUIacTWV/Uoroos- ayaAtka XEtpo'S (see also onfr. I4.4-5 below); Cat. 64.61 
saxea ut effigies bacchantis. 6ovGoZts.: Fraenkel on A. Ag. I 1 42 has shown that in the fifth 
century 6ovOo'sg is always of colour (Bacchyl. v I17 7rTE'pvyEs); P. 520 n. 2 he cites Bartsch's 
paper (p. 22 above) for retaining the sense here 'gave their waxy colour to the winds that 
played amongst them', and compares Antiph.fr. 217.22 Kock (Ath. 623c) 6ctvOazuwv avipaug 
u64m iariv 6ayaAAETat (a squid); for wind-waving hair see also Sapphofr. I 94 LP. (Himerius, 
Or. ix 4 Colonna). E'VETp1J9%JV: a Euripidean compound, CYc. 588, fr. 362.24: cf. Ba. I50 
TrpV9OEpoV TE 7TAO'KaL,Lov EL' aoE'pas pt&r1-wv (BaKXEV'S) with Dodds' n. there and on 862-5. The 
statue-simile strictly illustrates only the colour of the hair: a streaming effect was unobtainable 
(as still today) in free-standing plastic art, though partly so in relief-work (e.g. the famous 
Maenads in the Madrid National Museum: these late fifth century copies are shown in, e.g. 
Rhys Carpenter, Greek Sculpture (Chicago 1960), pl. xxvii and pp. I56-9), but occasionally 

62 So Euripides, Apollodorus: see Le've'que, Aga- unique (and satyric?) dramatisation of the seduction 
thon 93 n. 4 and Pearson, Sophocles i 69 for the evi- of the nymph Alphesiboea by Dionysus in the guise 
dence. of a tiger on the banks of the Tigris (pseudo-Plutarch, 

63 Details of tragic treatments of the Alcmaeon Mor. i 65d). 
myth and of discussions in Else, Poetics 392 and Mette, 661 Metrically possible: there are 22 'fifth foot' 
Lustrum ix (i1964) I142 f.; cf. Le'v~que, Agathon 95 n. i. tribrachs in Euripides' complete plays (Zielinski, 

64 There is no reason to distrust Athenaeus' use of Tragodumenon I40), all in terminal quadrisyllables, 
the quotation to illustrate female beauty and think including one example of 'position' in the resolved 
that Chaeremon may have been describing a youth: longum at Ph. 494 :78ePc7ToKag. Muiller 15 (see n. 57 
see the note on vv. 5-7 above), however, can give no example from the 

66 It is most unlikely that Chaeremon here gave a minores before Lycophron ft. 2.1 (satyric). 
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attempted in vase-paintings: a combination of streaming hair and light golden-brown 
glaze (eov5s-?) as early as a cup by the Brygos Painter (c. 490) with a maenad (Beazley, 
ARV2 247.14; P. Arias, M. Hirmer, History of Greek Vase-Painting ([London 19621 pl. xxxiv). 

Fragment 14 (Athenaeus Go8bcd), from Qeneus: 

EKELT7O K'i jkEV AEVKOV ElS UEA?7VOq!CW9 

k ctvovaoa [Lau-ov AEAVtE'V-qS. EeMro4d8og, 

hSg 8'av' XOPE ayova 1-2)v diptorE'pav 
iAVUE- yV/JVAn8 8alOE'poS OEa'kLaorLv 

5 Swuoav ypat?v Ec/aLvE, XPW/.k a 8`/L(LLorv 

AEVKO'V JLEAaltV7)S tEpYov cLvr9V7'EL UECLcrS.. 

a'AA-q 8 EV'LLVoV KaAA1LXELpacS coyEvas, 

AA-s- 7pooorapvrEXovora OAvv avRXEva. 
& j cEayE'V-wv XAavt8Cv 25T*' 7T1-vXaLs 

iO EfraVvE /ltkpOV, Kd4E1TEEYqcpaytEETO 

cwpasc yEAwu7)qS XCOpLs' EA7T8wv E'pwo. 
V7TVoV/LEVvC 87E7T7TT0V IEAEVLWOV E7T6 

'Wov TE tkEAavO cvooa u aytAcTcTT7Epal 

KpOKOV 6', O'S. ?ALWAES' ELS ES)Cv'a'oUIaTCa 

15 TEAwv O KLcLSt EZ&wAoV J6UwP.'PYVVro, 

[Epuq &' OaAyEPs EKTpaqEtS c,LacLpaKOS] 

A'EVJt/ior ~tkaAaKcoZS E6ETEtvov aLvXEvas-. 

i ' Jacobs: ya'p Ath. aabn 0E~.Ah 4 AEt3eL Nauck/yvp.v') Valckenaer: 

yvptvfjs Ath. 6 Schweighauser: dWvcravyEI. Ath. 9 Meineke: ' 
SEKAayEv i-Jov Ath./Nauck: 

7rr-rvxas- Ath. I O Kd4%a7TEo9opayt~E-ro Hermann. 12 correxi: V`TTVLfJfEVatL Lobeck: V5irT(wtkVat Ath. 
15 Casaubon: oLKcLas- Ath./Meineke: EcuorotopyvvTat Ath. i6 seci. Meineke, ad fr. I ref. 
Friebel. t rtu:1tcAa0Uv Ath./~taAaKoV'S. JE'ETEWVEV (SC. 'tdpctaKos) Wilamowitz. 

Euripides' dramatisation of an Qeneus story is known in outline: Oeneus in his old age 
was dispossessed of his kingdom by his brother Agrius or Agrius' sons, but restored by his 
grandson Diomedes (ft. 558-70 Nauck, cf. Page, GLP no. 28) .6 The story was worked 
by the Roman tragedians, in Pacuvius' Periboea and Accius' Diomedes especially.68 If 
Chaeremon followed the same plot, it is difficult to see the relevance of the bacchic scene 
described in our fragment except as part of the atmospheric or even ornamental narrative 
(in messenger-speech?) of the Dionysiac celebration whose opportune confusion Diomedes 
probably used to execute vengeance on the careless Agrius: but we know of this association 
only from Pacuvius' play (29i Ribbeck).6 

The contrast between this evocatively sensuous description of exhausted bacchants and 
the restrained account by Euripides' messenger of a similar scene at Ba. 678 if. has been 
stressed by Dodds (683 n.)-but there can be no doubt that Euripides' imagination was the 
spur to Chaeremon'S. 70 The rich tonal detail of this fragment is dictated by the memory 
of artistic representations, and there are hints in it of Chaeremon's interest in the fresco- 
technique Of crKtaypaubLta (see on vv. 5-6). 

Bacchants in Greek art: a good synoptic guide is E. Simon, s.v. 'Menadi', Enciclopedia 
dell'Arte Antica (Roma i96i) iv I002-I3 (with bibliography); other useful aids are L. B. 
Lawler, The Dance in Ancient Greece (London i 964) and G. Prudhommeau, La Danse Grecque 
Antique (Paris i 965). Some works relevant to Ghaeremon's description are: 

67 Philocles also wrote an Qeneus (Souda 'P 378 69 Mette, Lustrum 93; cf. Se'chan, Etudes 444. 
Adler), perhaps Sophocles too, though the evidence 70For the immediate influence of the Bacchae, see 
is flimsy: Pearson, Sophocles ii I 20. the Introduction to Dodds' edition. 

68 Mette, Lustrum ix (1964) I47-8. 
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vv. 1-2: maenad with one breast bared: Carisruhe hydria in style of Meidias Painter 
Of c. 420, Beazley ARVJ2 I131I5, Lawler fig. 2, Prudhommeau fig. 446; Bologna volute-crater 
of Dinos Painter Of c. 420, Beazley AR V2 I I 5I, Prudhommeau fig. 686, E. Pfuhl, Malerei und 
,Zeichning der Grieclhen (Miinchen 1923) fig. 58 i. 

v. 7: maenad -with arms once fully covered: Lawler figs. 3, 24, 31 (cf. K. Latte, De 
saltationibus Graecorum [Giessen I9I13 90 n. 2) ; arms covered to elbow, Lawler fig. 28; arms 
bare, Munich amphora of Kleophrades Painter Of c. 500, Beazley AR V2 182, Lawler fig. 22, 

Arias and Hirmer, Hislory . . . pls. xxx, xxxi, pls. 122-4. 

v. 8: maenad with arms around another's neck: Paris neck-amphora of Amasis of middle 
sixth century, Beazley AB V 1 52, Pfuhl fig. 2 20, Arias and Hirmer, PI. xv; Paris amphora 
of Achilles Painter Of c. 450, Beazley ARV2 987, Pfuhl fig. 523. 

vv. 9- i i: complete baring of one thigh and flank (cf. vv. 3-4), with exactly the erotic 
suggestiveness hinted by Chaeremon: Dresden dancing maenad in style of Scopas, P. Arias, 
Skopas (Roma 1952) I26-7 and pl. x, Lawler figs. 32 and 33. 

I-2: E'KELTO: inceptive, as 12 V17TV0V/JkEV0t E'rrTrTTOV, 17 E ETEwVOV; Cf. E. Ba. 683 if. ijiqSo 
7 '-TdortU. oUw'paorv 7TaLpEt[LEvaL,/altL lkEV 'Tp3S' JMATTJs- voT' EpEJCLraoca 0b5/3)v,/dcL S' Ev 3pvo' kv'AAots' 

7rp~ 27E'S9) KaLpa/E1K77 faAoviuc uwb g'w. Chaeremon's careful detailing of the appearance of 
individuals is to some extent matched in E.'s description of their separate actions, Ba. 683 if., 
689, 692, 704, 706, 70.AVoV taken by Croiset (Histoire 402) with PtcorAva eiheo 
ornans (though the precise pairing is unexampled), but perhaps goes rather with the hapax 
urEA-qvo'obwS': Hes. Th. 19, 371 Aafkrpa' UrEA'7V-q; AEVKO'S' of the sun Ii. xiv i8~ (v. 1.), Emped. 
B 21.3, dawn E. El. 730. 

3-4: XopElac in Tragedy also E. Ph. I265. ~AvCUE: pregnant, 'laid bare', helped by 
2 AEAVILE'VYJS' EITW([kISOS'. OEa/tLaoULv: apparently unique in the Active sense 'gaze', but for the 

idacf. E. IA 3 65 ad6L)p . .KOVUE. ?4uaav ypaq 'v: the imagery and vocabulary Of 2-ar 
very similar to E. Hec. E7- At3i3r r5o E S' &icpis O COSppr~ Aa(0 Es Eouas- wacp 

0[kaA0'v4LuauTo'S- 
-' 

&3EteE g-rT'pvat O'co; aJyaJA1Larosj/KaAAta-ra (though Chaeremon changes the 
sense ofE 7co[1`s- to 'shoulder-piece': in Hec. (and IT I404, even more obviously) it is ana- 
tomical, 'point of shoulder': LSJ need correction); Chaeremon has the vividness of a fresco 
in mind: similes from painting begin in tragedy at A. Ag. 242 (Iphigeneia at the altar); cf. 
Eum. 50, E. Hzipp. 8 79, Ion 271I, Ph. 1 29. ?~wypa'boo and relatives occur first in literature in the 
later fifth century (e.g. Hdt. ii 46), and are very common in Plato; Xen. Mem. iii i i.i 
considers the interest of a ~cwypa'boo in a beautiful model (cf. the quotations at Ath. 588e). 
Dittenberger OGI 90.3 has EIKWV ~(-Oora -roi3 itocsr, Aristaen. i i 44i_kvXos -r~-~ 'A0bpo8CHTas- E'KW'V. 

5-6: 'Epyov gives no sense (though accepted in the Oxford Book of Greek Verse no. 455), 
and perhaps the corruption goes deeper, but the general meaning is clear: 'the whiteness 
of her body stood out against the black shadows'. aJvravyJ-o is normally transitive, so Dobree 
conjectured tLLEAacdVT u-/'vov (nom.) aJVTqV'yEt UrKtdL; but the intransitive use is attested in 
Eub. fr.56 Kock (Ath. 47i d). Chaeremon has in mind the technique0fof Ktaypaota evolved 
towards the end of the fifth century, chiefly in the studio of Apollodorus: Plut. Mor. 346a 
(cf. 863e Ta Aajk-pa'.f -r~ KLta i-patvo'rEpa vTotolYoc); Pfuhl, Malerei ii 674 if.- (cf. Masterpieces of 
Greek Drawing and Painting [London I1955] 7). An interest in light-effects also in E. Qed., 
P. Oxy. 2459 fr. I, 7-9 (==adesp. trag. 4 Nack PELpV rrp5.' t7rrro v aiysPu) A 
XPg00 -qI7v VwTtUocta f-qp0's" Et" 3E' VpO vEbos- /aAot.,/ KvavWtT5rov J'O 7-t 'Ipts- aJv-rpvyEL rE'Aas-; cf. 
Ion 890 Xpgvrv~ See also on vv. I4-I5 below. 

7-8: KaAA1XEtpatS: hapax, but cf. E. Hipp. 200 EV"T-qYXEZS- XEZpas-,, 6o5 53EetdS- EVCOAE'Vov, Tro. 
I 1 94 (a man's) KaAAt'7rqVV ... /3paXtyova. 7rpocqatk7EXOora: a rare word, but LSJ's meaning 
'veil besides' cannot be right: a dancer baring her own arm can hardly 'veil' the neck of 
another. The sense 'embracing' is confirmed by a glance at the vase-paintings noted 
(Pfuhl figS. 220, 523); -rPou- is directional, and a'/_k7Td`xwo 'embrace' occurs in E. Supp. i65 
yovv ciov atkJ4TLUXEWV XEpt. 6-~Avv: 'delicate', E. Med. 928, Theocr. xvi 49. 
VOL. XC. C 



9-I i: ipayEvrov: rather a strong word (post E. Hec 55? cf. Ar. Ran. 41 LVOV 

7rapappayevrosg), but perhaps we are to understand that the dancer has torn her clothes in 
ecstasy. Cf. S. fr. 872 J!9 ET' aurTvAo XtTw0v/GvpatZov ac4k4' p?7po'v/7rTv`UUETat with Pearson's note 
for other references in literature and art to baring of the thigh. E`eEvTEc9pay'y4ETro: hapax 
(EMrrtupayl~w is very common). Though the language is remarkably explicit for tragedy, 
the idea is not rare: see particularly Barrett's note on E. Hipp. 540 "Ep&n-ra Tais- 'A0bpo8t`Tas- 

6aAkw ,iSAoi3ov, Ar. Th. 976 KA'l7S acLv Ec.I 2p(A7pv Ets- a7Topp-qrovs- ,lwvXov~.yEw 
the verb has a wide metaphorical use, though Chaeremon here innovates: Ii. xix 362 XOC'V 

(h. er. 4),Hes.Tb.40 & 'Lcn-ra (see West's note), A. Pr. 90 )/EAaUpdka KcVpaJrv. xps '7icv 
S. Ant. 330 KT9A7LO,ETr.345 ~'6cO ... PLe~Y cOAv E'Aw 

I2-13: EAEvCCwv: the obscure flower-name (only here in verse) adds extra colour: cf. 
[i 6] a`~japaKios-. LkEAaLv&WvAAa: hapax, the normal form being tkEAaq.k9vAAos3: above, p. 29 n. 53. 
Violets are 'black' (cf. Theoc. x 28 and LSJ s.v. tov) for lack of a more exact colour-adjective 
(to the well-known discussions of M. Platnauer, 'Greek Colour Perception', CQ xv [1921i] 
I153 if. and A. E. Kober, The use of color-terms in the Greek poets [New York I1932] should now 
be added H. Osborne, 'Colour Concepts of the Ancient Greeks', Brit. Jo0urn. Aesthet. viii 
[1968] 269 if.). 

I4-I7: KpoKcOV: 'collective' sing., as e.g. JL'Lk11EAos- Thuc. iv 90: Kuihner-Gerth i 13. 

-+9. rEAwv: cf. Epic KpoKO51rErrAosg, A. Pers. 66o, Ag. 239. The crushed saffron rubbed off on to 
the linen impressions of its flowers which were blurred (rKtaig EL8WSCAov) but still brightly 
coloured (-qAtJ_08Es: next in Philostr. Imag. i 6; cf. S. OC 68~ Xpvuavy's KipoKO's'). Chaeremon 
uses the phrase UrKtcLS EL&JJCAOV to convey the idea of imperfect or blurred reproduction of 
shape as Aeschylus did (Ag. 839, of a mirror) and Sophocles (ft. 659.6, of a horse reflected 
in water), but in the context of colour, and light and shade, a,Kta is already gaining overtones 
from the technique Of uK~taypacu'a (see on vv. 4-5): so our passage throws light on, and is 
itself illumined by, some difficult lines of Menander,fr. 667 K. ris~ uKtcL sfl vopo pavl p6ro 
Evvc,acLova" EtTaL ILETa T77V 7TOpq%pV/<vqcLEc r E,',Jc6'?bcPt&)>Tfr'cnO 
AEVKO'V Oil ~7TEiopq0vlpa,/d'AA' J'u`a7Ep atty') T rIg Kpo'Krjs KEKpaLtLEV-qi supplemented ex. gr. and explained 
by W. G. Arnott (apud Koerte ii 298): Menander describes the cross-weaving of purple and 
white threads to achieve colour-shimmer according to the direction of the light. vJcp.a'rcLaT 
7T+TAwov also E. Hel. 1243. owwpyvio vxErpidea (seven times), but not rare elsewhere: 
'smear, imprint on' HF i399, Ba. 344, PI. Grg. 52a AEqLk0fl tjaAaKoZ3: Od. v 72, Viii I72, 
etc.: so Wilamowitz' tkaAaLKOViS EeE'TELVEV (SC. dtkapaKo;'), an attempt to accommodate [I 6], 
may be discounted. 

i6:an intruder, perhaps through dislocation at an early stage in the tradition of 
Athenaeus (cf- P. 30 above); most probably the single verse was a further illustration of 
Chaeremon's fondness for flowers, but its lemma was lost. 'p~ soBergk, for 7TEpUYJs- in 
Ath., but right: dew was regarded as nutritive (so actApo's-): Od. v 467 6~Avsg~p' (gnl' 
LSJ, but schol. BQhave -rp&otMkos- Spo'oros-), Hes. Sc. 395 (cf. Od. xiii 245), Pind.. Nem. viii 40 

xAwopaZs- E'E'Porats Wus O'TE 8SEVPEovaOV cuEt. d/JXapaKO9-: see on 12 EAEvlJJv. 

C. COLLARD. 
University of Kent at Canterbury. 
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